CASE STUDY
Demountable Architectural Walls

Holy Redeemer - Huntingdon Valley, PA

“Practical yet fun, this office works well to reflect the brand and vision of the
client. Well-intentioned product selection and space planning led to a highly
functional and aesthetically pleasing workspace. NxtWall’s View Series glass
walls were the perfect choice to complete this project”.
– Bobbie Glessner, TransAmerican Oﬃce Furniture, Philadelphia

Project Profile:

Convent to house the Sisters of the Holy Redeemer, this late 1930's building has undergone a tremendous modern interior
transformation. The 3-story building was repurposed into a learning and conference center for the Holy Redeemer Health System
employees. The goal was to create an environment that would ﬁt their corporate mission.

Challenge:

The challenge facing TransAmerican Oﬃce Furniture with the Holy Redeemer project was to accommodate the many uses planned
for the building. The 3-story building was repurposed into a learning and conference center equipped with meeting rooms for both
large and small groups. A cost-eﬀective way of meeting the client’s expectation was the challenge.

Solution:

NxtWall demountable glass walls used throughout this project allowed these rooms to function as multi-purpose rooms. The
design agreed upon for this oﬃce works well to reﬂect the vision of the client. Throughout the space there are casual meeting
areas, a large training room as well as an open presentation space. Modern, highly functional workstations are seen throughout highlighted with red privacy panels. In addition, the hall connecting the cafeteria leads to a meditation room. The space conveys
bold expression and the commitment to Holy Redeemer's mission.
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